ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Print on heavy stock for support.

2. Cut on dotted line.

3. Hold body (A) at a precise 45° angle.

4. Gently slide wings (B) at center point into angled slot of upper posterior of body (A).

5. Are you still reading this? Wow! You’ll make a great Georgia Tech student! So we know you can figure it out from here…

Once you’re done, be sure to take some pictures of Buzz and share the best ones on Instagram or Twitter using #WhereIsBuzz. Photos will be posted on our website – admission.gatech.edu/WhereIsBuzz.

Also, visit us on Snapchat @snapgeorgiatech. Find a city filter from your location and send us your photo with Buzz. We’ll be sharing our favorites on our Snapchat story all summer long.

We can’t wait to see where you take Buzz!

Visit admission.gatech.edu to learn more about where Georgia Tech can take you.